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Theoretical analysis of active earth pressure behind a rigid retaining wall
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Abstract. The goal of this study is to precisely estimate the active earth pressure acting on a rigid
retaining wall under translating mode. In this study, the problem of the retaining wall with a parabolic
slip surface in the backfill behind the wall is investigated using a two-dimensional system of
equilibrium, unlike the horizontal flat-element method considering soil arching effect for calculating
active earth pressure. New equations are developed to calculate the magnitude and distribution of the
active earth pressure.
Introduction
A precise estimation of earth pressure is an extremely essential issue in geotechnical engineering.
Conventionally, the classical Rankine and Coulomb theories with a simple consequence of linear
distribution have been used to calculate the active earth pressure against rigid retaining walls.
However, many experimental studies (Tsagareli [1], Sherif and Fang [2]) show that the distribution of
active earth pressure acting on rough walls is nonlinear, and it depends on the mode of wall movement
and soil-wall friction angle.
Handy [3] suggested that the nonlinear distribution of active earth pressure acting on a rigid wall
should result from soil arching effects. Later, many authors (Paik [4], Geol and Patra [5]) also
investigated active earth pressure in terms of soil arching effects by means of minor principal stress
trajectory. Paik attempted to apply the arching effects to the horizontal flat-element method in the
investigation of active earth pressure against rigid retaining walls. Since then, the method of
combining stress trajectory with differential flat elements in a wedge-shaped failure zone to
investigate earth pressure attracted many researchers’ attention and they also proposed various active
earth pressure solutions by different shapes of stress trajectory and the inclined angle of failure surface
under a plane slip surface assumption, except the parabolic slip surface used by Geol. (Geol [5], Liu
[6], Zhou [7])
In this study, the problem of active earth pressure against a rigid retaining wall under the
translation mode is investigated in a two-dimensional equilibrium system. With the assumption of
uniform vertical stress in any horizontal plane, theoretical stress solution of any point in the failure
zone are derived. Under the assumption of uniform vertical pressure and other reasonable boundary
conditions, new solutions of active earth pressure are obtained by solving the two-dimensional
equilibrium equations of a differential element.
Proposed the 2D Analytical Method
Basic Hypotheses. For definiteness and convenience, in this study, the following hypotheses are
made:(1) the problem to be studied is plane strain condition. (2) the backfill obeys the Mohr-Coulomb
failure criterion; (3) the failure surface is a parabolic surface through the bottom of the wall.
Establish Equilibrium Equations. As illustrated in the Fig. 1, the rectangular coordinate system
is placed at the bottom of the retaining wall. For convenience of analysis, the x-axis is measured
rightwards horizontally and the z-axis is measured upward vertically. According to the stress state of
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a differential element of the backfill behind the retaining wall in Fig. 1, the differential equilibrium
equations can be described as
∂σ x ∂τ zx
+
=0
∂x
∂z
∂σ z ∂τ xz
+
= −γ
∂z
∂x

(1)
(2)

Fig. 1 stress state of a differential element in backfill soil behind a retaining wall
Where γ is the unit weight of the backfill which is assumed as a constant value throughout the soil
mass. σ x and σ z are horizontal and vertical stress, respectively; τ zx is the shear stress along the
horizontal direction, and τ xz is the shear stress along the vertical direction. Note that, the compressive
stress is taken as positive.
Boundary Condition The stress state of the backfill adjacent to the retaining wall can be
expressed by a constant value K w ,which can be calculate as follows:
Kw =

σ xw ( z ) 1 − cos(arcsin(sin δ / sin ϕ ) − δ ) sin ϕ
=
σ zw ( z ) 1 + cos(arcsin(sin δ / sin ϕ ) − δ ) sin ϕ

(3)

Where K w is the active lateral stress ratio at the wall, σ xw ( z ) and σ zw ( z ) are the horizontal and
vertical stress at the wall, δ is the wall-soil friction angle, and ϕ is the internal friction angle in which
δ ≤ϕ .
The full mobilization of the wall-soil friction angle suggests that shear stress τ w along the wall
can be calculated by Eq.(4):
τ w ( z ) = µ wσ wx ( z )
(4)
Where µw = tan δ .
Further, the shear stress τ w can be rewritten in the following form by substituting Eq.(3) into
Eq.(4):
(5)
τ xz ( x, z ) x = 0 = µ w K wσ z ( z ) =Aσ z ( z )
Where τ xz ( x, z ) x = 0 = τ w ( z ) , and A = µ w K w is a defined coefficient for the convenience of writing and
derivation.
The shape of emerging failure surface can be defined as a parabolic curve. In this study, the
parabolic equation is defined in Eq.(6):
(6)

z = [(tan 2 α − tan 2 β ) / 4 H ] x 2 + x tan β

Where

α = π / 4 + ϕ / 2 , β = arctan( tan ϕ +
2

tan ϕ
+ tan ϕ )
tan(ϕ + δ )

The stress ratio B = τ xz ( x, z ) / σ z ( z ) of the soil in the failure surface is assumed to be identical to that
obtained from the Mohr circle at the state of failure, so we can get:
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B=

τ xz
σz

2

x = ( b + 4 az − b )/ 2 a

=

sin ϕ sin 2(π / 2 + ϕ − 2 arctan( b 2 + 4az ))

(7)

1 + sin ϕ cos 2(π / 2 + ϕ − 2 arctan( b 2 + 4az ))

Stress Solutions. Due to the assumption on uniformly distributed σ z at arbitrary depth, we can get
Eq.(8) after a partial differentiation with respect to x taken to Eq.(2):
(8)

τ xz ( x, z ) = C1 ( z ) x + C2 ( z )

With the Eq. 5 and Eq.7, substitution of Eq.(8) into Eq.(2) obtains the following differential
equation:
dσ z
2a( A − B )
+
σ z = −γ
dz b − b 2 + 4az

(9)

It is convenient to get a numerical solution of σ z by solving Eq.(9) using Matlab software. The
active horizontal earth pressure σ wx is equal to σ x ( x, z) at x=0 for a certain depth z, so σ wx can be
calculated by the following equation:
(10)
σ wx ( z ) = σ x ( x, z ) x = 0 =K wσ z
The horizontal active force Pah acting on the wall can be obtained as follows by integrating
Eq.(10) with respect to z:
H
Pah = ∫ σ wx dz
(11)
0
From the previous analysis that soil-wall friction angle is fully mobilized, it is accepted that the
total active force acting on the rigid wall Pa intersects the normal to the wall with an angle δ and can
be expressed as follows:
Pa =

Pah
cos δ

(12)

Parametric Analysis
Fig. 2 shows the variation of the lateral active earth pressure σ ,normalized by γ H , on a 4m high,
translating wall with δ = ϕ obtained from the proposed formulations as a function of the internal
friction angle. It can be found from the figure that with the increase of internal friction angle from 0,
the distribution of the lateral active earth pressure changes from triangular to nonlinear. Besides, as
the soil friction angle increases, the lateral active earth pressure exerting on the retaining wall
decreases at each depth and the height of the maximum of earth pressure strength increases.
wx

Fig. 2 Change of active earth pressure distribution with ϕ
Fig. 3 Change of active earth pressure distribution with δ
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The distribution of lateral active earth pressure along the wall, normalized by γ H , in terms of the
soil-wall friction angle for ϕ = 40° is shown in Fig. 3. It is obvious from this figure that the
distribution of the horizontal active earth pressure for δ = 0 is triangular, which coincides with
Rankine theory, and it changes from triangular into nonlinear with the increasing soil-wall friction
angle δ . In addition, it is seen from Fig. 3 that with the soil-wall friction angle increasing, the lateral
active earth pressure in the upper zone of the wall gradually reduces, while that close to the bottom of
the wall becomes larger.
Conclusions
The problem of rigid vertical retaining walls under translation mode has been studied with a
two-dimensional equilibrium system, without a previous assumption of the shape of soil arch. The
emerging failure surface was defined using a parabolic equation. Consequently, the numerical
solutions of active earth pressure were obtained with the assumption of a uniformly distributed σ z at
a horizontal height. The distribution of the lateral active earth pressure changes from triangular to
nonlinear with the increase of internal friction angle from 0 and the height of the centroid of the earth
pressure distribution increases.
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